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TomelleriCore V 1.0.5
User Manual

Introduction:

The TomelleriCORE Software has been developed for the measurement arms made by Tomelleri 
Engineering.
The TomelleriCORE is a powerful utility software that allows for diagnosing, calibrating, servicing 
and fine adjusting of any measurement arm of the Tomelleri Engineering family: SPACE, 
EXPLORER and MICRON.

This manual is dedicated to advanced users and distributors, in order to allow the complete 
understanding of the software functions and its settings for a complete management of the 
hardware/software combination and any other 3rd party software interfaced with the Tomelleri 
Engineering products.

Sections of this manual marked as “UI” are only available if your contract with Tomelleri 
Engineering Srl includes the “UI License”.
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Changelog
TomelleriCore 1.0.5.X

• Spontaneous communication frequency through Wifi increased from 10 to 50 packets per 
second

• Fixed a bug in Renishaw probe calibration while in spontaneous communication mode

TomelleriCore 1.0.4.X

• Added the following commands and functions to the socket communication protocol
◦ cms_GetTemperature(...)
◦ cms_GetFirmwareVersion(...)
◦ cms_GetSerialNumber(...)
◦ cms_GetDLLVersion(...)
◦ cms_GetAuxiliary(...)
◦ cms_GetLatch(...)
◦ #define CMD_GET_TEMPERATURE = 122
◦ #define CMD_GET_GET_FIRMWARE_VERSION = 123
◦ #define CMD_GET_ARM_SN = 124
◦ #define CMD_GET_AUXILIARY = 125
◦ #define CMD_GET_LATCHES = 126

TomelleriCore 1.0.3.X

• ISO-10360/2 certification procedure now shows specific images when performed using a 
“Micron” measurement arm

• Fixed a bug that made the user skip “Group 5” when calibrating a “Micron” measurement 
arm

TomelleriCore 1.0.2.X

• Added a new calibration procedure for the “Micron” measurement arm, featuring an 
increased number of gauge measurements (29 gauges instead of 13)

TomelleriCore 1.0.1.X

• Added specific images for probe calibration of a “Micron” measurement arm

• Added “Input auto-configuration” feature

• Fixed a bug in the saving of “.mis” files at the end of a calibration

• Added a default value for the TEC (Steel=0,0000115)

• Fixed a bug in the editing of SW limits

• The “SW limit” files are now saved in the ZIP file at the end of a machine calibration
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• The current probe can no longer be selected from an external application 
(CMD_CHANGE_PROBE). The command still returns the probe radius.

• Connection timeout reduced from 10 seconds to 1 second to speed up the arm discovery 
procedure

• SW limits are always enabled when calibrating a “Micron” measurement arm

TomelleriCore 1.0.0.18

• Added new “Calibration aborted!” dialog when a machine calibration is aborted

• Users now have read-only access to machine parameters. Technicians can still access them 
in read/write mode

• Added copy/paste functionality to the “Machine Parameters” dialog

• “Machine Calibration” name changed to “Full calibration”

• Fixed a bug that prevented the last edited parameter from being saved

• All the dialogs involved in both probe and machine calibration have been made re-sizable 
and start out maximized

• Default probe calibration changed from “cone” to “sphere”

TomelleriCore 1.0.0.14

• Added a new “Wifi Connection” section

TomelleriCore 1.0.0.12

• Licensing has been split in two parts:

◦ Driver: enables the basic features of TomelleriCore (measuring, probe calibration, error 
verification, ...)

◦ UI (optional): enables the advanced features of TomelleriCore

• “Reset” has been removed from the dropdown menu.

• TomelleriCore's icon in the notification area now shows the connection status

• To avoid errors, the dropdown menu is disabled if no arm is connected

• Help messages have been added to each measurement dialog

• “Dynamic cone” probe calibration is no longer supported

• Added probe radius compensation in “Line Measurement” and “Hole/Pin Measurement”

• Added support for three parameter files and three software limits files

• The user can associate a color to each arm button. The color is then shown each time the 
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user is prompted to press that button

• The user can now set all gauge measurements for the ISO-10360/2 certification

• The user can now set all tooling data for the ISO-10360/2 certification

• The Wifi communication can now be enabled from the dropdown menu

• Various user interface fixes

• CMD_ARM_TYPE command added in TomelleriCore socket communication and char 
cms_ArmType() function added in TomelleriArm.dll 
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Overview
The TomelleriCore project, developed using VisualStudio 2010 and .NET Framework 4 Client 
Profile, has been studied for offering to third-party software an interface with measurement 
machines produced by Tomelleri Engineering Srl, in particular with:

 Space Lite – 6 Axes

 Space Plus – 6 Axes

 Space Plus – 7 Axes

 Micron

Thanks to its simple user interface, configuration, diagnostics, calibration and verification can be 
executed without using any other software. Data produced by TomelleriCore is accessible through 
socket communication on address 127.0.0.1 (localhost) and port 9000, using a proprietory 
communication protocol, detailed in this document.

Software structure
The TomelleriCore packet is composed of a main directory containing the following files:

 TomelleriCore.exe Application file

 Ionic.zip.dll Library for creating ZIP archives

 SinaiControls.dll Library of graphic controls used for diagnostics

and the following sub-directories:

 \DescPar Contains the names of all the machine parameters

 \Icone Contains all the icons used by TomelleriCore

 \ImgPrg Contains all the pictures used by TomelleriCore

 \Lingue Contains the language files and a list of all available languages

 \Sounds Contains all the sound files used by TomelleriCore
TomelleriCore also creates a “Tomelleri Engineering Srl\TomelleriCore” directory in the 
“Documents” system folder, containing these files:

 MatAndCoeff.txt A list of materials and their thermal expansion conefficients
 UserCode.bin File created at the first start-up, used for obtaining a license file
 TomelleriCore.bin The license file

and the following sub-directories:
 Calibration Containing a series of folders in which TomelleriCore stores the 

results of the last calibration of each measurement arm
 Libraries Containing all the interface libraries for TomelleriCore
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Obtaining a license
After installing and running TomelleriCore, you will see the following message:

This means that, while you'll be able to zero the arm, calibrate the probe and make measurements, 
all the advanced features of TomelleriCore will be disabled.
If your contract with Tomelleri Engineering Srl allows you to use the advanced features, follow the 
instructions below:

Using Windows Explorer, open the “Documents\Tomelleri Engineering Srl\TomelleriCore” 
folder and send the “UserCode.bin” to Tomelleri Engineering Srl via e-mail. You will 
receive a license file (TomelleriCore.bin), which you will have to copy manually into the 
same folder. At the next startup, all the advanced features will be enabled.
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First start-up
After running TomelleriCore, an icon and a pop-up will 
appear on the system tray, telling you that a measuring 
arm has been found and connected. If icon and pop-up 
do not appear or if the pop-up says that the connection 
has been lost, please refer to the troubleshooting section 
at the end of this document for a list of possible causes 
and solutions.
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The menu
To open the menu, click with the right mouse button on the TomelleriCore system tray icon.
From there you can access the following functions:

 Technical mode (UI): allows the user to enable “Technical 
mode”, granting him access to the arm's parameters

 Verify (UI): lets you measure the maximum error of the 
machine (disabled until the arm has been zeroed) or run a 
ISO-10360/2 certification of the machine.

 Calibration: lets you calibrate the probe, choosing from 
three different calibration modes (disabled until the arm has 
been zeroed)

 Basic Measurements: lets you measure primitives like 
segments, spheres and holes (disabled until the arm has been 
zeroed)

 Settings: opens TomelleriCore's full user interface
 Start Wifi: starts the wifi communication protocol. Requires 

dedicated hardware and the “WS4 Redirector” application.
 Close: shuts down TomelleriCore
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Zeroing the machine
After pressing “Reset” TomelleriCore will load a 
picture of the arm, also showing the names of the 
machine's axes. The names will be red at the start but 
will become green as soon as the corresponding axis is 
zeroed. When each and every axis has been zeroed, the 
window will close automatically.
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Calibration
TomelleriCore supports three different calibration 
modes:

• Probe calibration: allows the user to 
calibrate the probe of the machine, using 
one of three procedures
◦ Cone – Static
◦ Cone – Dynamic
◦ Sphere

• Machine calibration (UI): a 
customizable procedure that allows the 

user to calibrate the whole machine (only enabled in Technician Mode)
• Quick calibration (UI): a simple procedure useful for recalibrating a machine
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Probe calibration
TomelleriCore offers three different procedures for 
calibrating the probe, all of which can be accessed by 
clicking “Calibration” in the menu.

 Cone calibration
◦ Static
◦ Dynamic

 Sphere calibration

To run a calibration, simply select the desired 
procedure by clicking the “Cone” or “Sphere” buttons, 
select the measurement mode (only for “Cone” 
calibration) and press the “Continue” button.

You will then be asked to choose the probe that will 
be used for the calibration, changing or confirming 
its parameters and, in case you are about to run a 
“sphere” calibration, set the diameter of the sphere 
you will calibrate with.
Once all the data has been set and confirmed, press 
“Ok” to start the calibration.
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Cone calibration
Calibrates the probe by holding its tip in a specially designed tool and 
moving the probe along three different arcs, measuring ten points for 
each arc. These groups of ten measurements are hereafter referred to as 
“measurement steps”.

To execute a cone calibration, after choosing the probe 
to use, run the following procedure:

1. Place the probe tip inside the notch of the tool 
and keep the probe vertical 

2. Take a measurement to start the calibration. 
3. The window will show a red arc and a gray 

needle. The needle represents the angle of the 
probe (vertical means 0°) while the arc 
represents the valid measurement interval. The 
machine will not take points if the pointer is 
outside the arc. 

4. Move the probe, tilting it from vertical towards 
the horizontal (as shown on the picture in the 
background of the window)

5. Measure ten points while moving. Part of the red arc will turn green with each new point 
acquired and short black lines will show previous measurements. 

6. When the picture in the background changes, return epsilon to vertical and measure ten 
more points, moving the probe along a different direction 

7. Once again, return epsilon to vertical and the last ten points, moving along a third different 
direction. 

8. When all thirty points have been measured a "Run computation" button will appear in the 
center of the window. Pressing it will start the last step of the calibration. While the 
calibration is running, you should see the maximum error and σ (R.M.S.). When the 
calibration is complete, a dialog will ask you if you want to save the results of the 
calibration. 

Note:
 You can cancel previous measurements, one by one, by pressing button 2
 Points do not have to be taken in a specific order. You can keep moving the axis up and 

down, as long as you do so along the same arc 
 The points you measure do not have to be evenly spaced along the arc, but making sure they 

are results in a better calibration. 
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Sphere calibration
This procedure calibrates the probe by taking 16 measurements on a 
sphere of known diameter. 

To execute a sphere calibration, after choosing the probe to use, run the 
following procedure:

1. Place the probe tip vertically on top of the sphere
2. Take a measurement.
3. Follow the instructions shown on screen.
4. When all sixteen points have been measured a "Run computation" 

button will appear in the center of the window. Pressing it will 
start the last step of the calibration. While the calibration is running, you should see the 
maximum error and σ (R.M.S.). When the calibration is complete, a dialog will ask you if 
you want to save the results of the calibration. 

Note:
 You can cancel previous measurements, one by one, by pressing button 2
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Quick Calibration (UI)

This procedure allows the user to calibrate the machine by taking measurements on a sphere of 
known diameter, placed in four different positions.
This procedure is fast but not as accurate as a full machine calibration and is best suited to 
compensate small errors due to shocks suffered during transportation or wear and tear of the axes.

Step 1
After starting the procedure, you will be shown the 
window on the left, through which you can specify the 
diameter of the sphere you will be using during the 
calibration.
If the SW limits are not already active, you will be 
asked whether you want to activate them now or not 
(for “Micron” arms, the SW limits are active by 
default). You can proceed run the calibration either way, 
but measuring with the SW limits disabled may lead to 
unwanted errors.

Step 2
The program will show you where to place the sphere 
relatively to the machine and let you select the probe 
you are going to use.
Also, the sphere diameter you have set is displayed.
From here, you have four different choices, each tied 
to a specific button:

• Previous phase: move back to the last 
measurement phase

• Skip phase: skip the current phase. No 
measurements will be taken

• Abort calibration: skips this phase and all the 
following. Measurements already taken will be 
saved.

• Ok: proceed with the measurement
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Step 3
After pressing the “Ok” button, TomelleriCore will 
show you the approximated distance from the arm at 
which you should place the calibration sphere.
After you've correctly positioned the sphere, press the 
“Ok” button.

Note:
• Small variations from the suggested 

percentage are unlikely to have a significant 
effect on the calibration.

Step 4
During this step, you will have to take measurements 
on the calibration sphere, following the instructions 
shown on screen.

Note:
• You can delete wrong measurements by 

tapping Button 2.
• You can reset the measurement step in any 

moment by pressing the “Reset” button. This 
will delete all the points already measured and 
take you back to beginning of the measurement 
phase (Step 2)

Once you've taken all the necessary measurements, press and hold Button 2 (as indicated by the 
program) to end the measurement phase and proceed with the next, starting again at Step 2.
After completing the fourth measurement phase, you will be shown a “measurement complete” 
dialog, meaning that the calibration has been completed.
You will then be asked if you would like to save the calibration's results in a ZIP file or not. The ZIP 
file will be placed on the desktop.
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Basic Measurements

The Basic Measurements menu allows the user to 
run measurements of some of the most common 
geometric entities:

• Line
• Hole-Pin
• Sphere

Line Measurement
The “Line measurement” allows you to take two 
measurements and calculate the distance between them.
The software keeps track of the number of points you've 
already measured and you can delete wrong points by 
tapping button 2.
The line length is calculated automatically once you've 
measured all the required points and, by pressing the “Ok” 
button, the measured points and the line length will be 
logged in the “Log” page of the software

Note:
• You can decide to compensate the probe radius using one of the two check boxes at the 

bottom of the dialog.
◦ Internal: subtracts the probe diameter from the line length
◦ External: adds the probe diameter to the line length
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Hole/Pin Measurements
The “Hole measurement” allows you to calculate the center 
and diameter of a hole by measuring:

• Three points on the plane of the hole
• Three or four points inside the hole

The software keeps track of the number of points you've 
already measured and you can delete wrong points by 
tapping button 2. Once you've taken all the required 
measurements, the software calculates the hole center and 
diameter. By pressing the “Ok” button the hole center and 
diameter are logged in the “Log” page of the software
By pressing “New Entity” the dialog will be reset.

Note:
• To receive the correct measurement, make sure to 

check the type of entity you will be measuring

Sphere Measurement
The “Sphere Measurement” allows you to calculate the 
center and diameter of a sphere by measuring 4 or more 
points on its surface.
The software keeps track of the number of points you've 
already measured and you can delete wrong points by 
tapping button 2.
Once you've taken 4 points, the software calculates the 
sphere center and diameter automatically but, if you keep 
measuring other points, it will keep recalculating center and 
diameter and also give you the maximum and minimum 
measurement error.
By pressing “New Sphere” the dialog will be reset.
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Verify (UI)
The Verify menu lets you check the real 
measurement error of your machine and 
print reports. It contains the following 
functionalities:

• Verify Error: allows the user to 
check the maximum error of the 
machine, in millimeters.

• ISO-10360: runs a ISO-10360/2 
certification procedure and allows 

the user to print a report once all the steps have been completed
• Show last report: shows the last ISO-10360/2 report, allowing the user to print it again.

Error Verification
This procedure allows the user to check the 
maximum error of the machine, in millimeters.

1. Place the probe inside the notch of the tool, 
holding it vertical.

2. Arrange the axes of the machine so that 
gamma (the axis on top of the machine) is 
on your left and almost horizontal

3. Press button 1. The picture should 
disappear, replaced by a blank chart 

4. Move the gamma axis in an arc towards 
your right, passing through the top, 
measuring as many points as you like. For 

each point measured a new error value will be added to the chart and the maximum error 
(visible in the lower-left corner) will be updated

5. When you want to stop the procedure, press the “Ok” button.
6. If you want to repeat the procedure, hold button 2 for two seconds. When you release it, all 

previous measurements will be removed from the chart.
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ISO-10360/2 Certification (UI)

This function allows the user to run an ISO-10360/2 certification procedure and, once all the 
measurement steps have been completed, print the results in a report.
The ISO-10360/2 procedure consists of:

• 1 series of measurements on a calibrated sphere of known diameter
• 7 series of measurement for each of 5 different gauges of known length

The program will ask the user to type the sphere diameter and the length of all the gauges. The 
height and thickness of the gauges are also asked but are not necessary.
For each tool (both sphere and gauge) the user can also type the following data:

• Serial code: identification code of the toll
• Certification number: number of tool certification
• Certification issuer: name of the organization that performed the tool certification
• Certification date: date on which the tool has been certified

Once all the necessary data has been inserted, the measurement procedure will start, guiding the 
user through all the steps mentioned above. Information will be shown on-screen regarding which 
tool is to be measured, where it must be placed (relative to the arm) and how many points are still 
needed. At the end of each step, the program will calculate the measurement error and, if it is 
greater than 100µm, will ask the user if he would like to repeat the measurement step.
Once all the steps have been completed, the program will ask the user to insert the operator's name 
and the customer's name and address. After confirming the required data, the user will be shown a 
preview of the certification report. The user can now check the report and, by clicking the buttons in 
the toolbar, print or save it in PDF, XLS or DOC format.

Show Last Report (UI)
Clicking this command, the user can visualize and print again the last ISO-10360 report.

Note
• The report results are re-calculated each time you click “Show last report”. This means you 

can specify different customer and operator data each time. This also means that the report 
will contain changes made to the “Tooling Data” since the last time it was printed.
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User Interface
This is the part of TomelleriCore where the user 
can check the status of the machine, review the 
software log, change the probe in use (as well as 
set its type and parameters), manually connect to 
a different machine and load files containing 
software axis limits.

This window is divided in five pages:
 Splash: the page shown in the picture
 Settings: allows the user to load a 

parameters file, set type and parameters of 
up to four probes and define materials 
with thermal expansion coefficients 

(TECs)
 Diagnostics (UI): a page for checking the status of the encoders and inputs of the machine 

that TomelleriCore is currently connected to
 Log (UI): tracks the various events of TomelleriCore and machine, such as machine 

connections, arm zeroing, or communication loss.
 SW Limits: allows the user to set SW limits for each axis of the machine, limiting the 

measurement field of the machine in exchange for a higher precision
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Settings
This page contains all the arm's parameters, 
organized in two sub-pages:

• General
• Electronics

Please note that all parameters, materials and 
TECs are saved as soon as they're modified.

General Parameters
Allows the user to choose the parameters files, language, probe data and TEC's.

 Parameters file: the paths the “.par” files containing the arm's parameters. You can specify 
a new path by pressing the “...” button on the right. You can switch the “.par” file to use by 
using the option buttons on the left

 Language: the language used by TomelleriCore
 Probe: shows all available probes, the currently active one (highlighted by a check mark on 

its left) and their parameters. From left to right they are:
◦ R: probe sphere radius, in millimeters
◦ RMS: σ error calculated for the probe during the calibration. If the value is missing, no 

calibration has been executed for that probe.
◦ Type: the type of probe. It can be either a mechanical, electronic or floating probe

 Materials and Coefficients: this button lets the 
user access to a window where he can edit, add 
or delete materials and their TECs. All the data 
will be saved when the window is closed.
◦ Setting the current material: find the row 

of the material you want to use and click on 
the box in the first column.

◦ Editing a material: click on the cell you 
want to change and type in the new value.

◦ Delete a material: click on its row's header 
and press the “Del” key

◦ Adding a new material: click a cell on the 
last, empty row and type in the material's name and TEC.

Electronics Parameters
Allows the user to set the parameters for the arm's I/Os and encoders. This page is only accessible 
while in “Technician Mode”. For further information, refer to the “Settings Page” section.
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Diagnostics (UI)
This page shows the status of the communication, 
the machine and its parts.

 Machine data: shown on the left side of 
the window is data such as the machine 
model and serial number, the COM port 
used for communication.

 Axes zeroing: zeroing status of each axis. 
The circles are green when the axis is 
zeroed.

 Material and TEC: current material and 
its TEC

 Auxiliary Input status: these LEDs 
represent the status of the auxiliary inputs. When a circle is red its corresponding input state 
is LOW, if the circle is green the state is HIGH. The auxiliary inputs are organized as 
follows:

7B 7A 6B 6A 5B 5A 4B 4A 3B 3A 2B 2A 1B 1A 0B 0A
XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX 9B 9A

 Latch status: the LEDs show the current status of latch signals. The upper row represents 
the arm's latches. The lower row shows TomelleriCore's.

 Input Latch state: current status of the input latch signals
 Button status: the status of button 1 and button 2. When the button is active, the button's 

number will appear inside the circles
 Encoder Impulses: the current impulses of each encoder
 Axes angle: shows the angle of each axis, calculated using the encoder impulses
 XYZ Coordinates: shows the calculated coordinates of the probe tip
 Restore .REG: allows the user to load into the Windows Registry a “.REG” file containing 

all the settings of a measurement arm
 Configuration backup and ZIP: this button allows the user to store all data about the 

current machine in a ZIP file. This function can be used to send Tomelleri Engineering all 
significant data in case of unexpected crashes or malfunctions. The ZIP file will contain:
◦ Machine parameters file
◦ SW limit file
◦ TomelleriCore's registry keys and values
◦ All data shown in the “Log” page

 Plug...: if the communication with the arm is ever lost, pressing this button will make 
TomelleriCore try to restore the connection. This button is disabled if TomelleriCore is 
already connected to a machine

 Wifi: shows wheter the Wifi communication is running or not. For more information, refer 
to the “Wifi Connection” paragraph of this document or to the “WS4 Redirector” user 
manual.
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Log (UI)
This page keeps track of various events during the 
execution of TomelleriCore.

Log structure
Each log entry is composed of:

 Date and time
 Message: a short description of the event

Save Log
After pressing this button, the user will be asked 
to choose a folder and type the name of the file in 
which to save the current content of the log, in 
TXT format.
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SW Limits
SW limits are software limitations to the 
maximum and minimum angle measurable by an 
encoder. Setting an SW limit for an axis reduces 
the measurement range of the machine but allows 
for an increased accuracy when working inside 
such range.
Through this window, the user can choose the file 
containing the SW limits for each axis and enable 
or disable the control on SW limits.

 SW Limits File: the path for one or two 
“.fcsw” files containing the SW limits. 
Pressing the “...” button allows to select a 

new file. The user can switch between two files using the option buttons on the left
 SW Limits: this button enables or disables the use of SW limits for the current machine. 

When the SW limits are active, the button is green, otherwise the button is red.

SW Limits Notification
When SW Limits are enabled, if one axis is beyond its 
specified measurement range a window will pop up, 
showing the user that one or more axes are out of their SW 
limits.
The picture on the right, for example, shows that  axes 1 
and 6 are currently out of their SW limits.
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Technician Mode (UI)
TomelleriCore has a second mode, best suited for expert users, 
called the “Technician Mode”. When operating in this mode, more 
data and functions become available, allowing the user to alter the 
way the machine operates by editing its parameters, reconfiguring 
inputs and adding or removing SW limits for the axes.

To enable technician mode, open the dropdown menu and click 
“Technical mode”. Insert the password when prompted and press 
“Ok” If the password is correct, the “Technical mode” will be 
activated and the “(OFF)” message will become “(ON)”. To disable 
the mode, simply click “Technical Mode” once more.

Note:
Using the technician mode is dangerous and can put the machine out of working condition. Before 
making any changes to your machine configuration, please discuss the modification with a 
Tomelleri Engineering technician and make sure to save a backup copy of your machine data (use 
the “Configuration Backup and ZIP” in the “Diagnostics” page).
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Machine parameters (UI)
The user can access all machine parameters by opening the application 
menu and clicking “Parameters”. This will open a new window listing 
the machine's parameters in a grid. If the user has activated the 
“Technician Mode”, he can also edit the parameters by clicking the cell 
holding the value and typing in the new one.
Changes to the parameters must be confirmed manually by pressing the 
“Save” button. Any unsaved changes will be lost when exiting the 
“Parameters” window

The user can copy one or more parameters into the OS clipboard by 
selecting the cells and pressing “CONTROL+C”. Parameters can also be pasted into the grid by 
pressing “CONTROL+V” but only if the user has activated the “Technician Mode”.

Note:
Factory parameters are the result of an accurate calibration made by Tomelleri Engineering 
technicians and shouldn't be changed lightly. Inserting an incorrect value will result in inaccurate 
measurements.
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Settings Page
In technician mode, a second parameters page can be accessed from the “Settings” page.

The “Electronics” parameters page, contains:
 Arm inputs settings (top):

◦ Probe recognition address: the number of the electronic board from which the probe 
type can be read.

◦ Master stream mode latch number: the latch indicating that the arm has stored a set of 
values. Used in automatic stream mode.

◦ Scanner mode latch number: the latch indicating that the arm has stored a set of 
values. Only used if the machine is equipped with a laser scanner

◦ Latch for mechanical probe: the latch indicating that the arm has stored a set of values. 
Only used if the machine is equipped with a mechanical probe

◦ Latch for electronic probe: the latch indicating that the arm has stored a set of values. 
Only used if the machine is equipped with an electronic probe (renishaw)

◦ Latch for floating probe: the latch indicating that the arm has stored a set of values. 
Only used if the machine is equipped with a floating probe

◦ Input for button 1: input to which button 1 is connected
▪ Latch/Aux button: pressing this button allows the user to choose if button 1 is 

connected to either a latch or an  auxiliary input.
▪ Button 1 color: pressing the button on the left, you can choose a color that will be 

shown when the program prompts you to press “Button 1”.
◦ Auxiliary input for button 2: auxiliary input to which button 2 is connected

▪ Button 2 color: pressing the button on the left, you can choose a color that will be 
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shown when the program prompts you to press “Button 2”.
◦ Measurement field scaling: scale factor of the measurement field (expressed in 

millionths). The default “0” is a 1:1 scale while, for example, “1000000” is a 2:1 scale.
 Encoder Impulses (bottom): the user can review or edit the number of impulses for each of 

the machine's encoders.
 Input auto-configuration (wrench buttons): allow the user to automatically configure the 

machine's inputs. The user only needs to activate the desired input, by pressing a button or 
measuring a point with the probe, and TCore will recognize and memorize the input.
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SW limits (UI)
When operating in Technician Mode, the user can add and remove SW limits for each machine axis.

After selecting the desired axis, you can:
 Remove an existing SW limit: press the “Delete” button. If the selected axis has no SW 

limit, the button will be disabled.
 Add a new SW limit: press the “Add” 

button will open a new window, showing a 
red circle and a gray needle. The needle 
shows the current angle for the selected axis 
(at 0° the needle will point right) and a more 
precise value is shown in the lower right 
corner of the window. To define the new 
limit:
◦ Press button 2. This will define the 

starting angle of the limit.
◦ Move the axis to the end angle of the 

limit. The valid measurement interval 
will be painted yellow on the circle.

◦ Press button 2 again. This will end the 
procedure, close the window and 
memorize the SW limit for the selected 
axis.
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Machine Calibrations (UI)

This method for machine calibration is longer but much more accurate than the “Quick” calibration 
procedure and is, in part, customizable by the user. The procedure itself consists of a series of 
measurements taken on spheres and gauges of known dimensions placed around the measurement 
arm.

Step 1
After starting the procedure, you will be shown the 
window on the left, through which you can specify the 
diameter of the sphere you will be using during the 
calibration, as well as the dimensions of the gauge.

Step 2
Through this dialog you can 
specify whether you would like to 
execute a full calibration 
(default), run only the sphere 
measurements or only the gauge 
measurements.
In the table you can see all the 
enabled measurement phases (the 
ones marked with a tick), their 
type (sphere or gauge) and the 
dimensions of the tool to be used.
The last column will also show 
the name of the file in which your 

measurements will be stored. For the full path in which the files are saved, see section “Software 
structure” of this manual.
Pressing “Cancel” will abort the calibration, pressing “Continue” will take you to Step 3.
If the SW limits are not already active, you will be asked whether you want to activate them or not 
(for “Micron” arms, the SW limits are active by default). You can run the calibration either way, but 
measuring with the SW limits disabled may lead to unwanted errors.
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Step 3
The program will show you where the tool is to be 
placed relatively to the machine (and, if it is a gauge, 
how it is to be oriented) and let you select the probe 
you are going to use.
Also, the tool measurements you have set are 
displayed.
From here, you have four different choices, each tied 
to a specific button:

• Previous phase: move back to the last 
measurement phase

• Skip phase: skip the current phase. No 
measurements will be taken

• Abort calibration: skips this phase and all the 
following. Measurements already taken will be 
saved.

• Ok: proceed with the measurement

Step 4 (sphere only)
TomelleriCore will show you the approximated 
distance from the arm at which you should place the 
calibration sphere.
After you've correctly positioned the sphere, press the 
“Ok” button.

Note:
• Small variations from the suggested 

percentage are unlikely to have a significant 
effect on the calibration.

Step 5
During this step, you will have to take measurements 
on the calibration tool, following the instructions 
shown on screen.

Note:
• You can delete wrong measurements by 

tapping Button 2.
• You can reset the measurement step in any 

moment by pressing the “Reset” button. This 
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will delete all the points already measured and take you back to beginning of the 
measurement phase (Step 2)

Once you've taken all the necessary measurements, press and hold Button 2 (as indicated by the 
program) to end the measurement phase and proceed with the next, starting again at Step 2.
After completing the fourth measurement phase, you will be shown a “measurement complete” 
dialog, meaning that the calibration has been completed.
You will then be asked whether you like to save the calibration results in a ZIP file or not. The ZIP 
file will be placed on the desktop.
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Wifi Connection

TomelleriCore uses an external application (called “WS4 Redirector”) to connect to a wireless 
measurement arm. What follows is a step-by-step procedure that will allow you to configure and 
enable wifi communication.

1. Shut down TomelleriCore.
2. Unplug the “arm” end of the data cable (the cable that connects the arm to the PC).
3. Run the WS4 Redirector application by clicking the icon on your desktop. You should see 

the following message dialog.

4. After the dialog closes, a new one should appear, asking you for the wifi device ID and for a 
Com Port number.

5. Insert the device ID (which is found on the bottom plate of the measurement arm) and 
choose a COM port. All the listed ports are the ones that are currently free.

6. The Wifi communication has been configured. Check for a red or green circle in the 
notification bar, click it with the right mouse button and then click “Exit”

7. Turn on the measurement arm, run TomelleriCore and wait until it signals that no arm has 
been found.

8. Right click on the TomelleriCore icon in the notification bar and click “Wifi”. The Wifi 
communication should start and TomelleriCore will automatically detect the arm.
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Use TomelleriCore with two arms

If you need to move your PC from an arm to another please do it in this way:
 Close TomelleriCore
 Unplug first arm
 Plug second arm
 Run TomelleriCore
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Socket communication protocol description
The communication between TomelleriCore and each other third part software occurs through a 
classic single client-server connection where TomelleriCore is the server. When started, 
TomelleriCore waits for socket connection on address "127.0.0.1" and port 9000. A typical simple C 
sample client connection could be like this:

// Initialize Winsock
WSAStartup(MAKEWORD(2,0), &wsaData);
client = socket( AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, IPPROTO_TCP );
if(client == INVALID_SOCKET) {

WSACleanup();
return INVALID_SOCKET;

} else {
memset( &sin, 0, sizeof sin );
sin.sin_family = AF_INET;
sin.sin_addr.s_addr = inet_addr("127.0.0.1");
sin.sin_port = htons( 9000 );
RetConnectCode = connect(client, (SOCKADDR *) &sin, 

sizeof(sin));
if (RetConnectCode == -1) return CONNECTION_ERROR;

}
// Here connection is ok

When the connection is OK the client can send commands to the server in order to obtain data. 
Because the communication is synchronous, after sending a command (one command byte) the 
client has to wait for the response from the server. Here is the list of accepted commands:

#define CMD_END_SERVICE 101
#define CMD_STARTUP 102
#define CMD_NUM_OF_AXES 103
#define CMD_RESET_STATE 104
#define CMD_CHANGE_PROBE 105
#define CMD_GET_BUTTONS 106
#define CMD_GET_XYZ 107
#define CMD_START_SCAN 108
#define CMD_STOP_SCAN 109
#define CMD_GET_PROBE_INFO 110
#define CMD_GET_PROBE_NUMBER 111
#define CMD_GET_CALIBRATION_POINT 112
#define CMD_START_CALIBRATION 113
#define CMD_START_FLOW 114
#define CMD_STOP_FLOW 115
#define CMD_SHOW_SETTINGS 116
#define CMD_START_SPHERE_MEAS = 117
#define CMD_GET_SPHERE_MEAS = 118
#define CMD_START_MOUSE_MODE = 119
#define CMD_STOP_MOUSE_MODE = 120
#define CMD_ARM_TYPE = 121
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#define CMD_GET_TEMPERATURE = 122
#define CMD_GET_GET_FIRMWARE_VERSION = 123
#define CMD_GET_ARM_SN = 124
#define CMD_GET_AUXILIARY = 125
#define CMD_GET_LATCHES = 126

The server always answers with a "sequence of bytes" where the first one is the number of bytes the 
client has to receive to be sure to have the whole response by the server. This data, after a simple 
conversion, is the data your command asked.

Here is the explanation of the response for each command sent.

CMD_STARTUP (0x66)

The server returns:

Byte0: length of response (always 2 in this case)
Byte1: state of connection (1 >>> OK, 0 >>> ConnectionError)

C Example:

sendbuf[0] = CMD_STARTUP;
//send data
BytesSent = send(client, sendbuf, 1, 0);
//receive data
ByteReceived = 0;
RxBuf[0] = -1;
while (ByteReceived != RxBuf[0]) {

ByteReceived += recv(client, &RxBuf[ByteReceived], 
strlen(RxBuf), 0);
}

//Good or not?
if (RxBuf[1] == 1) {

//OK
} else {

//connection error
}

CMD_NUM_OF_AXES (0x67)

The server returns:

Byte0: length of response (always 2 in this case)
Byte1: Number of axes of the connected arm

CMD_RESET_STATE (0x68)
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The server returns:

Byte0: length of response (always 4 in this case)
Byte1: state of "axes homing"(0 >>> Arm not zeroed; !=0 >>> Arm Zeroed)
Byte2: state of homing of the axes from 0 to 7 (bit0 = Alpha, ...)
Byte3: state of homing of the axes from 8 to 15 
CMD_CHANGE_PROBE (0x69)

In this case, after the first byte (the command), you must send:
 the ID of the Probe you want (from 1 to 4). This is to be compatible with older arm models; 

last-generation arms feature automatic probe recognition.
 the ID of the material you want to measure (to use the right thermal expansion coefficient)

The server returns:

Byte0: length of response (always 9 in this case)
Byte1: a double pointer (double *, double is 8 bytes) to the radius of the 

selected probe

C example:

double Radius;
double* pRadius = &Radius;
sendbuf[0] = CMD_CHANGE_PROBE;
sendbuf[1] = 1; //ex: Probe 1
sendbuf[2] = 1; //ex: ID first material in the list
//send data
BytesSent = send(client, sendbuf, 3, 0);
//receive data
ByteReceived = 0;
RxBuf[0] = -1;
while (ByteReceived != RxBuf[0]) {

ByteReceived += recv(client, &RxBuf[ByteReceived], 
strlen(RxBuf), 0);
}
pRadius = (double*)&RxBuf[1];

CMD_GET_BUTTONS (0x6A)

The server returns:
Byte0: length of response (always 3 in this case)
Byte1: State of the 1st button (0 >>> not pressed, otherwise pressed)
Byte2: State of the 2nd button (like above)

CMD_GET_XYZ (0x6B)

The server returns:
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Byte0: length of response (could be 4 or 180)
Byte1 - Byte 2: Counter of number of latches (short; It is only useful in spontaneous 

mode, when you're using Laser scanner for example)
Byte3: Meaning of data from Byte4 to Byte179;

0 >>> Communication timeout or generic error (the following data 
has no meaning)
1 >>> Real Time point (not latched)
2 >>> Measured point
3 >>> Measured (latched) point in Stream Mode

Byte4 - Byte11: X coordinate of "probe sphere center" point (double)
Byte12 - Byte19: Y coordinate of "probe sphere center" point (double)
Byte20 - Byte27: Z coordinate of "probe sphere center" point (double)

Byte28 - Byte35: X coordinate of "last axis center rotation" point (double)
Byte36 - Byte43: Y coordinate of "last axis center rotation" point (double)
Byte44 - Byte51: Z coordinate of "last axis center rotation" point (double)

Byte52 - Byte59: Alpha value in degrees (double, Alpha = Axis n° 1)
Byte60 - Byte67: Beta value in degrees (double, Beta = Axis n° 2)
Byte68 - Byte75: Omega value in degrees (double, Omega = Axis n° 3)
Byte76 - Byte83: Gamma value in degrees (double, Gamma = Axis n° 4)
Byte84 - Byte91: Delta value in degrees (double, Delta = Axis n° 5)
Byte92 - Byte99: Epsilon value in degrees (double, Epsilon = Axis n° 6)
Byte100 - Byte107: Phi value in degrees (double, Phi = Axis n° 7. This field is not used 

with 6 axes arms but it is present nonetheless)

Byte108 - Byte115: X coordinate of vector X direction (double)
Byte116 - Byte123: Y coordinate of vector X direction (double)
Byte124 - Byte131: Z coordinate of vector X direction (double)

Byte132 - Byte139: X coordinate of vector Y direction (double)
Byte140 - Byte147: Y coordinate of vector Y direction (double)
Byte148 - Byte155: Z coordinate of vector Y direction (double)

Byte156 - Byte163: X coordinate of vector Z direction (double)
Byte164 - Byte171: Y coordinate of vector Z direction (double)
Byte172 - Byte179: Z coordinate of vector Z direction (double)

CMD_START_SCAN (0x6C)

This command is used to start scanning with laser scanner. The server returns:

Byte0: length of response (always 2)
Byte1: Scanning session active (always 1)

CMD_STOP_SCAN (0x6D)
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This command is used to stop scanning with laser scanner. The server returns:

Byte0: length of response (always 2, command received)
Byte1: Scanning session stopped (always 1, command received)

CMD_GET_PROBE_INFO (0x6E)

The server returns:

Byte0: length of response (always 73)

Byte1 - Byte2: Type of probe 1 (short; 0 = Mechanical, 1 = Renishaw, 2 = 
Floating)

Byte3 - Byte10: Length of probe 1 (double)
Byte11 - Byte18: Ball radius of probe 1(double)

Byte19 - Byte20: Type of probe 2 (short; 0 = Mechanical, 1 = Renishaw, 2 = 
Floating)

Byte21 - Byte28: Length of probe 2 (double)
Byte29 - Byte36: Ball radius of probe 2(double)

Byte37 - Byte38: Type of probe 3 (short; 0 = Mechanical, 1 = Renishaw, 2 = 
Floating)

Byte39 - Byte46: Length of probe 3 (double)
Byte47 - Byte54: Ball radius of probe 3(double)

Byte55 - Byte56: Type of probe 4 (short; 0 = Mechanical, 1 = Renishaw, 2 = 
Floating)

Byte57 - Byte64: Length of probe 4 (double)
Byte65 - Byte72: Ball radius of probe 4(double)

CMD_GET_PROBE_NUMBER (0x6F)

The server returns:

Byte0: length of response (always 2)
Byte1: Number of probe in use (from 1 to 4)

CMD_START_CALIBRATION (0x71)

The server gives you back:

Byte0: length of response (always 2)
Byte1: ACK (0x06) if calibration started, NAK (0x15) if a calibration is 

already in progress
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CMD_GET_CALIBRATION_POINT (0x70)

The server returns:

Byte0: length of response (always 26)
Byte1: State of calibration (0 = not yet done; 1 = Calibration in progress;

2 = Calibration done, read point data)
Byte2 - Byte9: X coordinate of the "last calibration point" (double)
Byte10 - Byte17: Y coordinate of the "last calibration point" (double)
Byte18 - Byte25: Z coordinate of the "last calibration point" (double)

CMD_START_FLOW (0x72)

This command is used to start stream mode. The server returns:

Byte0: length of response (always 2)
Byte1: stream mode active (always 1)

CMD_STOP_FLOW (0x73)

This command is used to stop stream mode. The server returns:

Byte0: length of response (always 2, command received)
Byte1: stream mode stopped (always 1, command received)

CMD_SHOW_SETTINGS (0x74)

This command is used to show the settings window (the same window you see in TomelleriCore 
menu. See section 'Settings' page 15 in this document). The server returns:

Byte0: length of response (always 2, command received)
Byte1: stream mode stopped (always 1, command received)

CMD_START_SPHERE_MEAS (0x75)

The server gives you back:

Byte0: length of response (always 2)
Byte1: ACK (0x06) if  sphere measurement started, NAK (0x15) if a 

measurement is already in progress

CMD_GET_SPHERE_MEAS (0x76)

The server returns:

Byte0: length of response (always 34)
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Byte1: State of sphere measurement (0 = not yet done; 1 = in progress;
2 = done, read data)

Byte2 - Byte9: X coordinate of the sphere center (double)
Byte10 - Byte17: Y coordinate of the sphere center (double)
Byte18 - Byte25: Z coordinate of the sphere center (double)
Byte26 - Byte33: Sphere diameter (double)

CMD_START_MOUSE_MODE (0x77)

Use this to enable arm to emulate mouse on screen. The server gives you back:

Byte0: length of response (always 2)
Byte1: ACK (0x06) 

CMD_STOP_MOUSE_MODE (0x78)

Use this to stop arm to emulate mouse on screen. The server gives you back:

Byte0: length of response (always 2)
Byte1: ACK (0x06) 

CMD_ARM_TYPE (0x79)

Use this to stop arm know which arm is connected to the PC:

Byte0: length of response (always 2)
Byte1: <Arm type> (1 byte from 0 to 4) where:

0 >>> No arm connected
1 >>> Space_Lite_6_Axes arm connected 
2 >>> Space_Plus_6_Axes arm connected 
3 >>> Space_Plus_7_Axes arm connected 
4 >>> Micron arm connected 

CMD_GET_TEMPERATURE (0x7A)

Use this get temperature information. The server gives you back:

Byte0: length of response (always 17)
Byte1 - Byte8: Arm temperature in °C*10 (double)
Byte9 - Byte16: Piece temperature in °C*10 (double)

CMD_GET_FIRMWARE_VERSION (0x7B)

Use this get the firmware version. The server gives you back:

Byte0: length of response (always 4)
Byte1: Release number (byte)
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Byte2: Major number (byte)
Byte3: Minor number (byte)

CMD_GET_ARM_SN (0x7C)

Use this get the arm serial number. The server gives you back:

Byte0: length of response (always 3)
Byte1 - Byte2: Arm serial number (unsigned short LSB first)

CMD_GET_AUXILIARY (0x7D)

Use this get the status of all auxiliary input. The server gives you back:

TABLE 1 7 (MSB) 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 (LSB)
Byte 0 Length of response (always 5)
Byte 1 B3 A3 B2 A2 B1 A1 B0 A0
Byte 2 B7 A7 B6 A6 B5 A5 B4 A4
Byte 3 B11 A11 B10 A10 B9 A9 B8 A8
Byte 4 B15 A15 B14 A14 B13 A13 B12 A12

With A/B being the input and 0-15 being the board number.

CMD_GET_LATCHES (0x7E)

Use this get the current status of the arm's latches (Mechanical Probe Button, Renishaw, Floating 
probe, ...). The server gives you back:

TABLE 2 7 (MSB) 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 (LSB)
Byte 0 Length of response (always 5)
Byte 1 Unused Unused L5 L4 L3 L2 L1 L0
Byte 2 Currently unused
Byte 3 Currently unused
Byte 4 Currently unused

Using TomelleriCore with standard library (.dll)

There is another way to connect to TomelleriCore without developing the client socket 
communication part; this is possible thanks to TomelleriArm.dll from version 2.0. In this case you 
can call some library functions as shown below.
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The TomelleriArm.dll library exports some "standard" functions:

cms_startup(...)
cms_NumOfAxes(...)
cms_Azzeramento(...)
cms_ProbeInfo(...)
cms_ChangeProbe(...)
cms_xyz_PI(...)
cms_Buttons(...)
cms_Stop(...)

and some functions focused on the 3D scanning procedure:

cms_LDI_Scan(...)
cms_xyz_LDI(...)

and some others:

cms_StartCalibration(...)
cms_CalibrationPoint(...)
cms_StartSphereMeas(...)
cms_GetSphereMeas(...)
StartMouseMode(...)
StopMouseMode(...)
cms_StartStreamMode(...)
cms_StopStreamMode(...)
cms_ArmType(...)

cms_GetTemperature(...)
cms_GetFirmwareVersion(...)
cms_GetSerialNumber(...)
cms_GetDLLVersion(...)
cms_GetAuxiliary(...)
cms_GetLatches(...)

Specifications for whole functions are as follows:

int cms_startup(HWND hWnd);
Call this to initialize the arm: it returns 1 if OK, 0 otherwise
You have to call it before any other thing

hWnd is the handle of the calling program.

int cms_NumOfAxes(void);
This returns the number of the axes of the arm (it can be 6 or 7)

bool cms_Azzeramento(int *Azzera);
This is to test if you have already homed the axes and, if not, to do it
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It returns TRUE if you already did, FALSE otherwise.

Azzera is a pointer to an int which holds:
• bit0: 1 means axis 1 zeroed, 0 means axis 1 not zeroed
• bit1: the same as bit1, but for axis 2
• bit2: the same as bit1, but for axis 3
• bit3: the same as bit1, but for axis 4
• bit4: the same as bit1, but for axis 5
• bit5: the same as bit1, but for axis 6
• bit6: the same as bit1, but for axis 7

So you have to call this function in a loop until it returns TRUE. While it returns FALSE you can, 
for example, put on the screen the zero status of each axis.

void cms_ProbeInfo(ProbeInfo* pProbeInfo);
It returns a pointer to the following structure:

typedef struct {
short Renishaw; //1=Renishaw, 0=FixedProbe
double Length; //Length of the probe
double Radius; //Radius of the probe

} ProbeInfo;

before calling this function you have to declare an array of six elements (for example ProbeInfo 
ArProbe[6]) and pass a pointer to the array to the function when you call it.

double cms_ChangeProbe(int *probe, int *material);
This sets the ID of the probe you want to use (*probe = from 0 to 4) and the ID of the kind of 
material you’ll use (must be greater than 0)
So, before calling cms_ChangeProbe you have to ask the user:

• Probe ID
• Material ID (you can find this values in the file C:\reset\material.cms)

The function also returns the radius of the chosen probe, in millimeters.

int cms_xyz_PI(cms_coord* pCms_Xyz, cms_angular* pCms_ang);
Use it to get points from the arm.
It returns:

Return value Meaning
0 RS232 Timeout (the arm hasn’t answered)
1 Point in real time
2 Latched point
3 Latched point in Stream Mode

pCms_Xyz is a pointer to cms_coord structure
pCms_Ang is a pointer to cms_angular structure
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The cms_coord structure is the following:

typedef struct {
double XYZ[3]; //RealTime point or latched point
double EXT[3]; //direction vector (starting from the point XYZ[]

//running to the rotation point of the probe
} cms_coord;

The cms_angular structure is as follow:

typedef struct {
double ANG[7]; //form 0 to 6 these are the angular values

} cms_angular;

void CMS_EXPORT cms_Buttons(bool *RedButton, bool *BluButton)
It returns the state of the 2 buttons inside the parameters RedButton and BluButton

void cms_Stop(HWND hWnd);
Use it to stop the communication with the arm, once you've finished working with it.

Hwnd is the handle of the calling program (the same you used in cms_startup())

The first thing to do is call cms_startup(), if it returns “true” you can call cms_NumOfAxes() to 
know the number of axes of the arm you're connected to. After this, check the zeroing of the axes 
with cms_Azzeramento(). 
After this you can call cms_ChangeProbe(), cms_Buttons() and cms_xyz_PI() to change probe or 
materials (when needed) and to read the status of buttons and axes
At the end of your job you have to call cms_Stop() to stop communication.

short cms_ExtendedBlueButton();
returns 1 if the Blue Button has been pressed for more than 2 seconds
returns 0 in all other cases

the value will be reset automatically. This functions is used by PowerInspect to start/stop mouse 
mode.

void PlaySound(long Freq, long Durata);
This function plays a sound (beep) with the requested frequency (Freq) and for the requested time 
(Durata)

For interface with 3D laser scanner

void cms_LDI_Scan(char Start);
Start = 1 means Start scanning
Start = 0 means Stop scanning
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This function is used to Start/Stop the scanning procedure, this means that from this moment the 
scanner starts to generate latch impulses to synchronize images captured by the scanner with points 
acquired by the arm.
For more information about the kind of signal requested by the arm please refer to the electrical 
documentation.

int cms_xyz_LDI( cms_coord* pCms_Xyz, 
cms_angular* pCms_Ang, 
cms_LDI* pLDI, 
unsigned short* Counter);

This function is used to take points from the arm.

Return value Meanings
0 RS232 Timeout (the arm doesn’t answer)
1 Point in real time
2 Latched point

All parameters are pointers, down here the structures (see TomelleriArm.h also):

typedef struct {
double XYZ[3]; //RealTime point or latched point
double EXT[3]; //direction vector (starting from the point XYZ[]

//running to the rotation point of the probe
} cms_coord;

typedef struct {
double ANG[7]; //form 0 to 6. These are the angular values

} cms_angular;

typedef struct {
double Org[3]; // The probe rotation point ('Origin')
double X[3]; // a normalized vector for the X axes starting from 'Origin'
double Y[3]; // a normalized vector for the Y axes starting from 'Origin'
double Z[3]; // a normalized vector for the Z axes starting from 'Origin'

} cms_LDI;

The counter parameter is a value increasing by one for each point received and it is used to check if 
points are lost. Each scanner builder can choose to use the cms_coord structure or the cms_LDI.

cms_StartCalibration(...)
cms_CalibrationPoint(...)
cms_StartSphereMeas(...)
cms_GetSphereMeas(...)

char cms_StartCalibration(void);
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Call this to calibrate a probe (run the same procedure as above for probe calibration)

Return value Meanings
ACK (0x06) Calibration started
NAK (0x15) Calibration not started

char cms_CalibrationPoint(cms_coord* pCalPoint);

Continuosly call this to know when the user has finished to calibrate a probe 

Return value Meanings
0 Calibration not yet done
1 Calibration in progress
2 Calibration ended, read data

when you receive 2 as return value in *pCalPoint you'll have the center of the sphere.

char cms_StartSphereMeas(void);

Call this to run TomelleriCore UI to measure a sphere.

Return value Meanings
ACK (0x06) Sphere measurementstarted
NAK (0x15) Can't measure now (measure already in progress, arm not zeroed, ...)

char cms_GetSphereMeas(cms_coord* pCalPoint, double* Diameter);

Continuosly call this to know when the user has finished to measure a sphere.

Return value Meanings
0 Sphere measurement not yet done
1 Sphere measurement in progress
2 Sphere measurement ended, read data

when you receive 2 as return value in *pCalPoint you'll have the center of the sphere and in 
*Diameter you'll have the diameter of the sphere.

void StartMouseMode(void);

Call this to run enable arm to emulate mouse on screen.
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void StartMouseMode(void);

Call this to stop arm to emulate mouse on screen.

void cms_StartStreamMode(void);

Call this function to start the stram mode (we mean arm send point hardware latched by Master 
signal).

void cms_StopStreamMode(void);

Call this function to stop the stram mode.

char cms_ArmType(void);

Call this function to know which arm is connected to the PC. 

Return value Meanings
0 No arm connected
1 Space lite 6 axes arm connected
2 Space plus 6 axes arm connected
3 Space plus 7 axes arm connected
4 Micron arm connected

void cms_GetTemperature(double* ArmTemp, double* PieceTemp);

Call this function to know arm and piece temperature.

char cms_GetFirmwareVersion(unsigned char* Release, unsigned char* Major, unsigned 
char* Minor);

Call this function to know firmware version in 'Release.Major.Minor' format.
Return value Meanings
0 No Firmware version found
-1 Release, Major and Minor vars are good

char cms_GetSerialNumber(unsigned short* SerialNumber);

Call this function to know the serial number of the arm (from 0 to 65535)

Return value Meanings
0 No Serial number found
-1 SerialNumber is good

void cms_GetDLLVersion(char* DllVersion);
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Call this function to know the TomelleriArm version (ex: “2.0.3.0”)

char cms_GetAuxiliary(unsigned long* AuxiliaryStatus);

Call this function to read the current status of the auxiliary inputs.
AuxiliaryStatus holds the current status of all auxiliary inputs. For more information, please refer to 
to “Table 1” in the “Socket communication protocol description” chapter.

Return value Meanings
0 Error while reading the auxiliary status.
-1 Auxiliary status successfully read.

char cms_GetLatch(unsigned long* LatchStatus);

Call this function to know the current status of the arm's latches.
LatchStatus holds the current status of all latches. The exact meaning of the response may vary 
depending on the arm model and configuration. For further information on the reply, please refer to 
“Table 2” in the “Socket communication protocol description” chapter.

Return value Meanings
0 Error while reading the latches' status
-1 Latch status successfully read.
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Troubleshooting

There is no TomelleriCore icon in the system tray!
 Expand the tray by clicking on the small “arrow” icon. 
 If the icon isn't shown in the pop-up window:

◦ Click “Customize” (shown in the picture on the 
right)

◦ Find the TomelleriCore entry in the table
◦ Set it to “Show icon and notifications”, as shown in 

picture below.
◦ Press the “Ok” button. The TomelleriCore icon and 

its notifications will now be visible

TomelleriCore keeps saying “Arm connection lost!” at start-up

Is the arm switched off?
 Make sure the arm is switched on
 Restart TomelleriCore

Is the USB cable properly plugged in?
 Unplug the USB cable from the computer
 Open the computer's “Control Panel”
 Open the “Device Manager” 
 Expand the “Ports (COM & LPT)” node clicking on its “+” icon
 Plug in the USB cable and a new line “Silicon Labs CP210x USB to UART Bridge” should 

appear. This means that the computer has detected the arm.
 Restart TomelleriCore
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